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The following is a list of (5) problems 
that consistently appear in the 

community ascertainment prepared by 
Norkis Sanz on July 8, 2019. 

 
1. POLITICS 

 
2. HEALTH 

 
 

3. ECONOMY 

 

4. IMMIGRATION  
 

5. NEWS THAT IMPACT OUR COMMUNITY 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 



RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING  
 

“PUNTO DE VISTA” 

TALK SHOw WITH A VARIETY OF INTERVIEWEES 
IMPACTING THE HISPANIC AUDIENCE, EDUCATION 

ON IMMIGRATION, POLITICS, RELEVANT NEWS, 
HEALTH AND BUSINESS. MONDAY-FRIDAY. 

10:20-11:00 AM 
 
 
 

April 30 to May 3, 2019  

Politics/Recent 
News 

Karlioppy and 
Ezequiel 
Hernandez  

10:20-
11:00 

4/30/19 Top News:
-Ex v.p. Joe biden officially announces 
he is running for president.  
-Raul Grijalva and other democrats are 
eager to pass a bill that helps 
dreamers. 
-Border patrol starts taking minors 
finger prints. 
-Florida passes a law that permits 
police officers to ask immigration 
status.

Inmigration Karlioppy and 
Dr. De La Rosa

10:20-
11:00 

5/1/19 Imm. News: President Trump 
announces massive changes to the 
immigration law that would affect new 
applicants. 

Health Karlioppy and 
Dr, Reyes 

10:20-
10:42 

5/2/19 Principal markers of good health: 
weight, blood pressure, cholesterol....  
-Dr. Reyes answered callers medical 
questions.

Family or 
Economy 

Karlioppy and 
Jorge Garcia 

10:20-
10:42 

5/3/19 How to prepare financially for 
retirement and how latinos are behind 
compared to other ethnic groups. 
-Jorge answered callers questions 
about saving and investing.  

Where we were, 
where we are 
now, where we 
are going 

Karlioppy, 
Norkis Sanz, 
Elizabeth 
MIranda, Maria 

10:20-
10:42 

5/4/19 Depression in the elderly 
community: Our guest from senior 
services talked about how the program 
she runs helps make seniors lives 



Vazquez better. Senior guest citizen talked 
about her experience with depression, 
Norkis Sanz talked about the 
symptoms of depression and 
answered listeners questions. 

 
 
 

May 6 to May 10, 2019  

Politics/Recent 
News 

Karlioppy 
and Jaime 
Garcia 

10:20-
11:00 

5/6/19 Top news:
-Trump wants to detain immigrants that 
have received government benefits. 
-90 cuban migrants flee from ha mexican 
detention center. 
-Florida approves law to ban sanctuary 
cities. 
-an airplane in russia explodes killing 47 
passengers, russian authorities 
investigate if it as linked to terrorist attack 

Inmigration Karlioppy 
and Dr. De 
La Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

5/7/19 Imm.News: Trump announces new ICE 
director is Mark Morgan former border 
patrol director under the Obama 
administration.

Health Karlioppy 
and Dr. 
Orrego 

10:20-
10:42 

5/8/19 Heart health: doctor shared why it's 
important to get our hearts checked, the 
symptoms of heart attacks and answered 
callers medicale questions.  

Family or 
Economy 

Karlioppy 
and SRP  

10:20-
10:42 

5/9/19 Saving energy: SRP spokesperson 
talked about how to save energy and 
money during the summer. Callers shared 
their money saving tips.  

Where we were, 
where we are now, 
where we are 
going 

Karlioppy 
and Dr. 
Diana 
Medina 

10:20-
10:42 

5/10/19 Working mothers: karlioppy discussed 
how working mothers were perceived in 
the past and today. Psychologist talked 
about how working mothers are under 
stress and what they can do to keep good 
mental health and ensure a good future. 
Callers called in to share their stories.

 
 



May 13 to May 17, 2019  

Politics/Recent 
News 

Karlioppy 
and Ezekiel 
Hernandez 

10:20-
11:00 

5/13/19 Top news:
-Trump increases tariffs for China 
again. 
-10 democratic candidates qualify for 
the first debate.  
-The House of Representatives votes to 
maintain William Barr under contempt 
of congress, Trump uses his 
presidential powers to maintain 
documents confidential. 
-80 democratic members of congress 
petition the government to investigate 
the unprecedented number of 
immigrant detentions.  

Inmigration Karlioppy 
and Dr. De 
La Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

5/14/19 Imm.News: 
Democratic members of congress 
petition the government to investigate 
the unprecedented number of 
immigrant detentions.  

Health Karlioppy  10:20-
10:42 

5/15/19 Dental health:Pre-recorded show. 
Karlioppy spoke about the importance 
of maintaining good oral health and 
shared CDC facts.  

Family or Economy Karlioppy  10:20-
10:42 

5/16/19 Ho to prepare for college: Pre-
recorded show. Karlioopy encouraged 
parents to motivate their students to 
pursue higher education by doing 
internships, filling out college 
applications, and volunteering to get 
experience. 

Where we were, 
where we are now, 
where we are going 

Karlioppy 10:20-
10:42 

5/10/19 Hispanics in the armed forces: Pre-recorded. 
Karlioppy talked about the experience of 
hispanics in the armed forces in the past, and 
today. She shared data. Mentioned that Cesar 
Chavez was in the navy and talked about a 
promising future for serving hispanics. 

May 20 to May 24, 2019  



Politics/Recent 
News 

Karlioppy and 
Ezekiel 
Hernandez 

10:20-
11:00 

5/20/19 Top news:
-Trump announces his new plan called 
the Build America Visa.  
-All mexican couseltos around the world 
will alow gay mairrge 
-Alabama and Missouri put into place 
one of the nations strickets abortion 
laws. 
-The US government reached an 
agreement with Mexico and Canada to 
lower tariffs.  

Inmigration Karlioppy and 
Dr. De La 
Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

5/21/19 Imm.News: 
Trump announces to Build America Visa 
which limits entry to individuals with high 
education. 

Health Karlioppy and 
Dr. Erica 
Montes  

10:20-
10:42 

5/22/19 Women's health:Dr. Montes discusses 
common female health issues like yeast 
infections, irregular menstrual cycles and 
pelvic pain. She answers listeners calls. 

Family or 
Economy 

Karlioppy and 
Rogelio Ruiz 

10:20-
10:42 

5/23/19 Paying for college: ASU representative 
talks about how to fill out scholarships, 
and shares resources for students to find 
scholarships and fitting careers paths.  

Where we were, 
where we are 
now, where we 
are going 

Karlioppy, 
Fernando 
Sosa, and 
Enrique 
Elizondo 

10:20-
10:42 

5/24/19 Domestic abuse against 
men:Representative from the national 
domestic violence hotline talks about 
how men experience domestic violence 
and incident rates. Callers call in to share 
their stories. Karlioppy and Fernando talk 
about how this issue was perceived then, 
today and in the future. 

 

May 27 to May 31, 2019  



Politics/Recent 
News 

Karlioppy 
and Ezekiel 
Hernandez 

10:20-
11:00 

5/27/19 Top news:
 

Inmigration Karlioppy 
and Dr. De 
La Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

5/28/19 Imm.News: 
 

Health Karlioppy 
and Elva 
Hooker 

10:20-
10:42 

5/29/19 Proper nutrition during pregnancy: 
nutritionist talked about what a healthy 
diet to follow, cravings, and how to 
prevent nausea. Nutritionist answered 
callers questions. 

Family or Economy Karlioppy 
and Dulce 
Matus 

10:20-
10:42 

5/30/19 Downpayment for your new home: 
real estate agent discussed how what a 
down payment was and how to qualify 
for help. Real estate agent answered 
callers questions.  

Where we were, 
where we are now, 
where we are 
going 

Karlioppy 
and Dr. 
Diana 
Medina 

10:20-
10:42 

5/31/19 Looking for love: karlioppy and the 
psychologist talked about how we 
looked for love in the past, today and in 
the future. The psychologist discovered 
the psychological factors that lead 
humans to seek meaningful 
relationships.

 
 
 
 
 
 

June 3 to June 7, 2019  



Politics/Recent News Karlioppy and 
Jose Oliveros

10:20-
11:00 

6/3//19 Top news:
-Virginia beach shooting, 12 dead. 
-Trump threatens mexico again with 
tariff increase unless they control 
border situation.  
-USA now requires visa applicants 
to show social media accounts. 
-Beto O'rourke proposes an 
inmigration plan to solve border 
crisis. 

Inmigration Karlioppy and 
Dr. De La 
Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

6/4/19 Imm.News: 
-The United States will now require 
visa applicants to show their social 
media profiles. 

Health Karlioppy and 
Adolfo 
Gonzalez 

10:20-
10:42 

6/5/19 Si Se Puede Story: Karlioppy 
interviewed Adolfo Gonzalez who 
graduate from college at 58 years 
old and was ha farm worker. 

Family or Economy Karlioppy 
and  

10:20-
10:42

6/6/19

Where we were, where 
we are now, where we 
are going 

Karlioppy 
and  

10:20-
10:42 

6/7/19

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

June 10 to June 14, 2019  



Politics/Recent 
News 

Karlioppy and 
Ezekiel 
Hernandez 

10:20-
11:00 

6/10/19 Top news:
-Trump criticized the New York 
Times for having reported about 
tariffs. 
-2020 elections: Biden leads the 
board of democratic candidates. 
-Due to threat of  fires in california, 
the electricity company shuts off 
power to thousands.  
- ICE deports us veterans without 
checking their background before. 

Inmigration Karlioppy and 
Dr. De La 
Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

6/1119 Imm.News: 
Mexico did not like the agriculture 
plan proposed by the Trump 
administration. De La Rosa 
answered callers immigration 
questions.

Health Karlioppy and 
Dr. Carrasco  

10:20-
10:42 

6/12/19 Childhood Obesity: Dr. Carrasco 
talked about the negative effects of 
obesity in childhood and answered 
callers questions.  

Family or Economy Karlioppy and 
Jorge Garcia 

10:20-
10:42 

6/13/19 How to start a business: Our guest 
Jorge Garcia talked about what steps 
to take to start our own business. 

Where we were, 
where we are now, 
where we are going 

Karlioppy, 
Fernando 
Sosa, Norkis 
Sanz 

10:20-
10:42 

6/14/19 Chemical castration: Alabama put 
into law the practice of chemical 
castration and whether or not this 
has worked for other states and 
countries that practice this type of 
punishment.

 
 
 
 
 

June 17 to June 21, 2019  



Politics/Recent News Karlioppy and 
Ezekiel 
Hernandez 

10:20-
11:00 

6/17/19 Top news:
-Trump fires various people after 
posting unfavorable poll numbers. 
-The situation in Hong Kong 
escalates and more people take to 
the streets to protest the extradition 
bill.  
-USA confirms that Iran attacks two 
ships. 
-People protest in front of child 
migrant camps in Florida.  

Inmigration Karlioppy and 
Dr. De La 
Rosa 

10:20-
11:00 

6/18/19 Imm.News: 
Visa applications are piling up and 
waiting to be processed. De La Rosa 
talked about possible wait times and 
answered callers questions. 

Health Karlioppy and 
Dr. Pacheco 

10:20-
10:42 

6/19/19 Drug addiction in the hispanic 
community: Dr. Pacheco talked 
about the prevalence of drug 
addiction in the hispanic population 
and answered callers questions. 

Family or Economy Karlioppy and 
Chritina 
Ledesma 

10:20-
10:42 

6/20/19 Adoption and foster care: a foster 
care social worker talked about how 
families can adopt and become 
foster parents.  

Where we were, 
where we are now, 
where we are going 

Karlioppy and 
Ferndando 
Sosa 

10:20-
10:42 

6/21/19 Informational workshop: we talked 
about what to do in case that ICE 
came to your home or work during a 
rade. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

June 24 to June 28, 2019  



Politics/Recent News Karlioppy and 
Jaime Garcia 

10:20-
11:00 

6/24/19 Top news: 
-Trump cancels aerial attack in 
retaliation to the downed drone 
by Iran to spread civilian lives.  
-Yemenite rebels attack airport in 
saudia arabia and kill innocents.  
-Oregon is forced to close its 
state house due to threats about 
a climate change bill. 

Inmigration Karlioppy and 
Ezekiel 
Hernandez  

10:20-
11:00 

6/25/19 Imm.News:  
-ICE deported 52 people in texas 
during a 4 day raid. The majority 
were of mexican origin. 

Health Karlioppy and 
Estela Barraza  

10:20-
10:42 

6/26/19 Dangerous diets: the nutritionist 
discussed some of the trending 
fad diets and the health risks 
they impose on our health . 

Family or Economy Karlioppy, 
Fernando Sosa, 
Jorge Garcia 

10:20-
10:42 

6/27/19 Democratic debate coverage: 
show hosts and guest reviewed 
the comments and performance 
of the first 10 candidates. 

Where we were, 
where we are now, 
where we are going 

Karlioppy, 
Fernando Sosa, 
Jaime Garcias.  

10:20-
10:42 

6/28/19 Democratic debate coverage: 
show hosts and guest reviewed 
the comments and performance 
of the second 10 candidates. 
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